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Exercise 1 – Pick the best solution according to the meaning of the sentence. 

 
1. The ______ man paid for my  

ticket.  
  

A. simple  

B. angry  

C. kind  

D. funny  

  
2. I cannot sleep because my  

neighborhood is very ______.  
  

A. happy  

B. average  

C. fun  

D. noisy   

  
3. After John washed his car, it  

looked very ______.  
  

A. dirty  

B. sweet  

C. old  

D. clean  

  
4. Turtles and snails do not move  

quickly. They are both ______  

animals.   

  

A. quick  

B. slow  

C. fast  

D. small  

  
5. The ______ shirt is too_________ 

  

A. big … crazy   

B. large … big  

C. heavy … small  

D. wet … rainy 

 

6. I am ______ because I did well on  

my math test.  
  

A. upset  

B. rough  

C. happy  

D. sad  

  
7. Paul and Marcus are ______.  

They have the same mother.   
  

A. women  

B. friends  

C. students  

D. brothers  

  
8. The air is very ______, and there is 

_________ice on the road.  
  

A. warm … a large amount of  

B. cool … many  

C. cold … a lot of  

D. hot … much  

  
9. I always arrive to class twenty  

minutes ______ so that I have time  

to prepare.  
  

A. late  

B. early  

C. old  

D. after  

  
10. The library is a good place to  

______ because it is very ______.   
  

A. study … quiet  

B. eat … hungry  

C. learn … intelligent  

D. read … open 
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Exercise 2 - Complete the the e-mail with the verbs in brackets.  
  

Dear Jane,  

  

How are you doing? I feel miserable, I must admit. And I'm going to tell you why.  

Yesterday I ..................... (do) my homework, ..................... (tidy) my bedroom and .............. 

(decide) to go out. The weather ..................... (be) perfect and so I ..................... (go) to the park. And  

do you know who I ..................... (see) there? Jason, my boyfriend. I ..................... (want) to say hello  

to him, but then I ..................... (stop), because I ..................... (can) see a girl coming to him. Guess  

what ..................... (happen). They ..................... (meet) in the middle of the road and he .....................  

(kiss) her. My Jason! Jason and I ..................... (be) in the park three times and he never .....................  

(try) to kiss me! I didn't know what to do. I just ..................... (run) away. When I ..................... (come) 

back home, I  ..................... (cry). Just a little bit, you know. Then I ..................... (say) to myself: 

Forget about  Jason. There are plenty more fish in the sea!  

  

What do you think of him? Is he worth it? Please, write back soon.  

  

Love,  

Bea 
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Exercise 3 – Choose the correct answer to fill the gaps in the sentences 

 
1. She _____ a uniform. 

A) wear             B) to wear          C) wearing          D) wears 

 

2.    He _____ his car every  weekend. 

A) wash            B) washes          C) washing          D) washed 

 

3.    Rosemary _____ three languages. 

A) speaks           B) talks              C) tells                D) know 

 

4. My dad _____ at 7 o’clock everyday. 

A) stands up      B) looks up        C) gets up          D) jumps up 

 

5. Isabel is a flight attendant. She _____ passengers. 

A) serve            B) to serve         C) serves             D) serving 

 

6. Their son _____ in this hospital. 

A) works           B) begins           C) starts              D) likes 

 

7. Jim’s a postman. He _____ letters to people. 

A) answers        B) works            C) delivers          D) serves 

 

8. Jane’s a doctor. She _____ ill people. 

A) looks at         B) speaks to      C) helps              D) serves drinks 
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9. Bern _____ in a flat in Birmingham. 

A) lives             B)  stands           C) has                 D) wants 

 

10. Nancy’s uncle is a pilot. He _____ all over the world. 

A) goes             B) sees              C) travels             D) delivers 

 

11. In winter Sheila _____ skiing and in summer _____ tennis. 

A) makes / plays                        B)  goes / plays 

C) does / plays                           D) starts / * 

 

12.  My friend’s son _____ Turkish and English at university. 

A) has                B) plays             C) studies            D) goes 

 

13. Most people _____ work at 8 o’clock every morning. 

A) finishes         B) goes              C) does               D) start 

 

14.  A: _____ does Tony Blair live? 

       B: In Great Britain. 

A)  When           B) Where           C) What time      D) How 

 

15.  _____ does your father do in his free time? 

A) Why              B) What kind     C) How many      D) What 
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